Il Tavolo Italiano
Comprehensive crossword for lesson 1 of Verb Drills 1 - Reg. ARE Verbs / present tense

ACROSS
1. Opposite of she finished
2. what happens when they study
3. Opposite of you reveal something to somebody
4. you may not succeed but at least ...
5. If I want to eat I ...
6. what we do with a ball in a park
7. we allow it
8. they speak to a melody
9. you do something to make it possible for me to finish
10. you lost something but if all goes well ...
11. I do this after working a lot
12. when all of you use your brains
13. what we do when we are dirty
14. they give the reason in detail for something
15. they are standing & hoping the bus comes soon
16. what y'all do in your home town
17. opposite of I forget
18. what we do in order to learn
19. you do this for your evening meal
20. he eats just enough to see what it is like
21. what are you all doing in the water?
22. he does this to get from one side of the canyon to the other
23. when we make our instruments make sound
24. they travel by plane
25. she money to somebody for something
26. y'all move to music
27. y'all bring

DOWN
1. what happens when they study
2. they speak to a melody
3. you do something to make it possible for me to finish
4. you lost something but if all goes well ...
5. If I want to eat I ...
6. what we do with a ball in a park
7. we allow it
8. they give the reason in detail for something
9. what y'all do in your home town
10. what we do in order to learn
11. I do this after working a lot
12. when all of you use your brains
13. what we do when we are dirty
14. they give the reason in detail for something
15. they are standing & hoping the bus comes soon
16. what y'all do in your home town
17. opposite of I forget
18. what we do in order to learn
19. you do this for your evening meal
20. he eats just enough to see what it is like
21. what are you all doing in the water?
22. he does this to get from one side of the canyon to the other
23. when we make our instruments make sound
24. they travel by plane
25. she money to somebody for something
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C I M P A R A N O P R O L
O M G L S C A N T A N O L A
I I A I U T I V V
N O S R I T R O V I O R
C C C I L S P I E G A N O
A B I T A T E A O S P R
A M N V S P R
M O S T U D I A M O C E N I
O A A T C
G U S T A M T O
I E N U O T A T E A R
R S N D
S U O N I A M O V O L A N O O
L T B A L L A T E
G P O R T A T E